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‘Suite’ New
Phones
By Sara Larrabbee
Staff Writer
Gone are the days where
our bulky room phones cluttered up an unfortunate
roommate’s personal desk
space. Also gone are the days
of having your own personal
phone line in your dorm
room (in the Village and
Townhouses that is).
This past summer, Bryant
decided to remove individual
VOIP telephones from each
student’s personal dorm room
and replace them with just
one phone mounted to the
wall in each common room of
each suite and townhouse on
campus. Since these telephones can only support two
lines, each suite and townhouse was given its own
NEW phone line extension
number.
However, the global address book, which is located
under the “Directories” button on the main interface of
the telephone, still listed and
sorted all students by their
previously held personal extension numbers. Doesn’t
make sense does it?
When I discovered this discrepancy a few weeks ago, I
brought it to Penny
Pietraszka’s attention. She is
the Assistant Director of Network Operations and if anyone could help me ﬁgure this
out, it is Penny. Penny was
baﬄed by my question about
how to look up the new suite
and townhouse extension
numbers through my common room phone. Penny, as
well as the other members in
our Information Services department, had no idea that the
global address book had not
been updated when the
phones were replaced. Within
just 2 days of our chat, the
whole campus’s address book
was updated to search by student and their new suite or
townhouse extensions.
The Bryant VOIP phones
provided in each common
room and townhouse is a luxury that not many other
schools can provide so make
use of them, and if you have
any questions on exactly how
to use them, you can visit
http://telecom.bryant.edu for
more information.
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Bryant’s best and worst according
to Rate My Professors
By Eric MacCarthy
Campus News Editor
In 2010, CBS Money Watch released a
story regarding the colleges with the
worst professors in the country according to the website Rate My Professors.
On this list was our very own Bryant
University. However, in 2011, I am
happy to say that Bryant was nowhere to
be found on this list. Either way, seeing
these stories gave me the idea to research
more in depth about what ratings the
professors here at Bryant are receiving.
According to Wikipedia, ratemyprofessors.com is a review site, founded in
May 1999 by John Swapceinski, a software engineer from Menlo Park, California, which allows college and university
students to assign ratings to professors
and campuses of American, Canadian,
and United Kingdom institutions. In its
lifetime it has generated a wide variety
of opinions as to its value and reliability.
In no way is the following information an opinion on the professors here at
Bryant, but rather an informational report on the best and worst professors at
Bryant according to the ratings given on
Rate My Professors. The numbers shown

Thom Bassett (left) and Adam Rubin (right) are two of Bryant’s highest rated
professors according to ratemyprofessors.com. See who else came in on top,
and who came in on the bottom on page 4! (Photos courtesy of Thom Bassett and Adam
Rubin)

can all be found on the website, and are
simply a result of the ratings given from
students who visit the website.
On Rate My Professors, Bryant University has had a total of 488 professors
rated, with an average rating of 2.94 out
of 5. This rating is a bit misleading
though because the lowest rating one can

give a professor is 1, meaning that the
scale is really on a 1-5 basis. Therefore, in
reality the 2.94 average score is really a
1.94 rating. Brigham Young University,
currently rated as the school with the
best professors, has an average score of
3.62, or really a 2.62, meaning that the

See “Best and Worst”, page 4

Bryant advances to national round
of PwC’s xTAX competition
By Jackie Ammirato
Editor-in-Chief
For the second year in a
row, a team from Bryant University advanced to the national ﬁnals of PwC’s xTAX
competiton. The competition
consists of teams receiving a
business taxation case study.
They then have two weeks to
come up with a solution and
present it to a panel of PwC
judges.
The competition at
Bryant is run by Accounting
Professor Michael Lynch. This
year he received 126 inquiries
from students wanting to participate in the competition. Of
those, six teams of ﬁve people
were chosen. The competition
kicked oﬀ at the beginning of
October with PwC tax partner
and Bryant Alumni Bob Calabro (’88) introducing the case
to the teams. This year’s case
centered on the problem of
taxing the internet cloud. In
eﬀect the question was

whether the internet cloud is
considered an intangible
product or a service as the tax
treatment is drastically diﬀerent for the two.
After the kickoﬀ event,
the teams spend hours conducting research, creating
their presentation, and perfecting their solution before
presenting to a panel of PwC
judges two weeks later. A
video of the team that
emerged victorious from
Bryant was sent in for consideration for the national competition. This year’s winning
Bryant team was made up of
Jeﬀrey Dorosh ’14, Victoria
Frazier ’14, Anthony Mahn
’13, Sagar Parmar ’14, and
Randa Rugangazi ’13.
The students are all accounting majors yet none of
them had taken a tax class before competing in this tax-focused competition. Outside of
accounting Jeﬀrey is a member of Bryant’s Cross Country
and Track and Field team.

Bryant University’s PwC xTAX national team. Courtesy of Ann
Ulett

Victoria is a student ambassador, as well as a member of
the Honors Program and Student Alumni Association. Anthony is a member of the
Accounting Association as

well as Intramural Sports Supervisor. Sagar is the treasurer of the karate club, a
member of the student ways

See “Bryant xTAX”, pg. 4.
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If you need to contact The Archway or any staff member, please feel
free to use the contact information listed below.

The Archway is printed by
Graphic Developments, Inc.
Guidelines for Comment…
We welcome your comments and submissions on editorials, articles, or topics of
importance to you. Only letters including author's name, and phone number will be
considered for publication (phone numbers will not be printed, they are for verification purposes only).
Letters to the Editor of 300 words or fewer will have the best chance of being
published. Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we will not print submissions exceeding 500 words. All submissions are printed at the discretion of the
newspaper staff. The Archway staff reserves the right to edit for length, accuracy,
clarity, and libelous material.
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically. Bryant University
community members can email submissions to: archway@bryant.edu. Letters and
articles can also be given to The Archway on disk. They can be left in The Archway
drop box on the third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be mailed through
campus mail to box 7.
The deadline for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication
(for a complete production schedule, contact The Archway office). Late submissions will be accepted at the discretion of The Archway staff and more than likely
will be held until the next issue.
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy of each edition of The Archway for free. If you are interested in purchasing multiple copies for
a price of 50 cents each, please contact The Archway office. Please note that newspaper theft is a crime. Those who violate the single copy rule may be subject to
disciplinary action.

Monday

Sunday

5

7:00am
Chinese New Year
Celebration- MAC

10:00pm
Overnight Lazer
Tag Lock - In (Bus
leaves at 10pm;
sign up in BCIC)

10:00pm
Cupid Crafts
Night in South

SUPER BOWL
SUNDAY!
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Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

7

8

9

10am- 2pm
Exstravaganza
Tickets on Sale,
Rotunda

6:00pm
Alex & Ani
Presentation,
Bello Grand Hall

9:00am
Build a Bracelet,
Bryant Center

9:00am
Flag Vendor,
Bryant Center

4:30pm
Archway Mtg,
BC 2A

8:00pm
Bryant Players
Auditions for
RENT, South

4:00pm
Student Senate
Mtg, Papitto

10:30pm
Condom Roses,
Rotunda

4:30pm
SPB Mtg, South

Bulldog Bulletin

Location: Bryant Center, 3rd floor

E-mail: archway@bryant.edu
www.bryantarchway.com
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9am- 3pm
Sterling Silver for
less- BC

The Archway
Bryant University, Box 7
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917

Phone: (401) 232-6028
(401) 232-6488
Fax: (401) 232-6710

Saturday

Actuarial Association: General Meetings, Wednesdays 2:00pm, in Bryant Center 2A/2B!
The Archway: Writers’ Meetings, Mondays 4:30pm, Bryant Center Room 2A/B!
Bryant Chamber Ensemble: Open Rehearsals, Mondays 6:15pm, Interfaith Center West Room!
Bryant Players: General Meetings, Tuesdays 5:00pm, South Dining Hall
C.E.O: General meetings, Thursdays at 5:30pm in Room 2C of the Bryant Center!
Christian Fellowship: Thursdays, 7pm in the Interfaith Center West Room!
Colleges Against Cancer: Meetings, Wednesdays at 3:00pm, Bryant Center 2C!
H.E.A.L: General meetings, 3:00pm in room 2A of the Bryant center. "Come join us at Health Education
Awareness Leaders (H.E.A.L) as we discuss and participate in activities that involve responsible drinking,
safe sex, and the overall health and wellness of the student body here at Bryant."
SIFE: General Meetings, Mondays at 5:00pm in Papitto!
SPB: General Meetings, Mondays at 4:30pm, South
SAA: Young Alumni Panel, February 15th @ 6:30pm

Want to see more people at your meetings or events?
Advertise for FREE through the news feed or calendar.
Email your club/org’s information to archway@bryant.edu

Department of Public Safety Log
EMT CALL
(Medical Services Rendered)
JAN 24 2012-Tuesday at 02:34
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of an intoxicated
female in a Residence hall. EMS was activated and
the patient was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to
Fatima Hospital for treatment.

EMT CALL (Medical Services Rendered)
JAN 28 2012-Saturday at 02:00
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of an intoxicated
person in a Residence hall. EMS was activated and
the patient was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to
Fatima Hospital for treatment.

LARCENY ($200-$500)
JAN 24 2012-Tuesday at 16:42
Location: ENTRY CONTROL STATION
Summary: A student went to the Entry Control
Stated and reported their cell phone was stolen.
The incident is under investigation.

EMT CALL (Medical Services Rendered)
JAN 28 2012-Saturday at 02:53
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A report of an intoxicated person in a
Townhouse. EMS was activated and the patient
was transported by North Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima Hospital for treatment.

LARCENY (From a Motor Vehicle-Over $500)
JAN 24 2012-Tuesday at 20:15
Location: DISPATCH CENTER
Summary: A student reported their laptop was
stolen. The incident was reported to Smithﬁeld Police.

EMT CALL (Medical Services Rendered)
JAN 28 2012-Saturday at 03:21
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of a female experiencing stomach pain in a Residence hall. EMS was activated
and the patient was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima Hospital for further medical attention.

LARCENY
JAN 24 2012-Tuesday at 19:00
Location: UNISTRUCTURE
Summary: A student stated that his back pack was
stolen from the Salmonson Dining Hall. This backpack was located and was not stolen.
LARCENY (from Building under $50)
JAN 27 2012-Friday at 19:26
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER / GYM
Summary: A visitor reported of a pair of sneakers
taken from the men’s locker room while he was on
campus.
EMT CALL (Medical Services Rendered)
JAN 27 2012-Friday at 00:30
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of an intoxicated
female in a Residence hall. EMS was activated and
the patient was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to
Fatima Hospital for treatment.
EMT CALL (Medical Services Rendered)
JAN 27 2012-Friday at 23:57
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of an intoxicated
person in a Residence hall. EMS was activated and
the patient was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to
Fatima Hospital for treatment.

DRUG ACTIVITY
JAN 28 2012-Saturday at 19:04
Location: ENTRY CONTROL STATION
Summary: A person was arrested for marijuana
possession. Smithﬁeld Police were called and
charges have been ﬁled.
VANDALISM (School Building)
JAN 28 2012-Saturday at 21:31
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of a broken mirror
in a Residence Hall bathroom.
FIRE ALARM (Malicious)
JAN 28 2012-Saturday at 22:14
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A ﬁre alarm was activated in a Residence Hall caused by an expelled ﬁre extinguisher.
Smithﬁeld Fire ruled the alarm as malicious.
EMT CALL (Medical Services Rendered)
JAN 29 2012-Sunday at 00:16
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A report of a female experiencing feeling
ill in a Townhouse. EMS was activated. And the patient was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima Hospital for treatment.

VANDALISM (Public Building)
JAN 29 2012-Sunday at 00:19
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of a broken exterior window in a Residence Hall.
ASSAULT (Assault and/or Battery)
JAN 29 2012-Sunday at 02:08
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A non-student was arrested for assault
by Smithﬁeld police. The student has been banned
from campus.
EMT CALL (Medical Services Rendered)
JAN 29 2012-Sunday at 02:30
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of a person who
received a head injury.
EMS was activated and the patient was transported
by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima Hospital for treatment.
VANDALISM (AUTO)
JAN 30 2012-Monday at 17:00
Location: COMMUTER PARKING LOT
Summary: DPS received a report of a vandalized
vehicle in the commuter lot. DPS is investigating.
VANDALISM (AUTO)
JAN 31 2012-Tuesday at 08:10
Location: COMMUTER PARKING LOT
Summary: DPS received a report of a vehicle with
a broken rear window. The vehicle was parked in
the commuter lot. The owner was notiﬁed.
FIRE ALARM (Malicious)
JAN 28 2012-Saturday at 22:11
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A ﬁre alarm was activated in a Residence Hall caused by an expelled ﬁre extinguisher.
Smithﬁeld Fire ruled the alarm as malicious.

Crime Tips:
Keep your doors locked
and utilize the buddy
system!
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Turner’s Thoughts

Tupper’s Tidbits

Ditch last semester’s
eating habits!

So glad all you
hoomans are back!
Ironclad Tupper I

Debbie Turner
Dietitian
Oh Boy, the semester has
started and the old eating
habits have kicked in--gone
with the “New-Years” resolutions?? Well, stop, before
things get out of control! This
3 month semester will ﬂy by
and you will be rewarded
with good ﬁtting clothes,
good looking skin, and tons of
energy. Here are my tried
and true tips for the behaviors
of good health.
Set Realistic Goals. If
weight loss or weight gain is
your goal; be realistic, and
make changes gradually with
one step at a time. Focus on
healthy behaviors and practice each behavior until it is
routine and not a number on
a scale.
Ditch the Diet. Diets are a
short term ﬁx and set you up
for failure. Your body requires fuel from all food
groups (Carbohydrates, Protein and Fat) to function for
success. Typical “diets” force
you to eliminate food groups
(Carbohydrates and Fats)
which will force your body
into a starvation state. Eliminating a food group places
your body into stress by
working overtime to ﬁnd an
alternative energy source-that being muscle. You may
think you have lost weight,
but the reality is, you have
lost muscle. Eventually you
will start craving the food you
have eliminated. Once the

cravings start, the typical “dieter” will then over indulge,
the weight will come back,
you feel guilty, and either eat
more, or go back on a diet.
Portion Patrol. Patrol your
tray to make sure your plate
looks like what would normally be given in a high
school cafeteria ‘hot lunch’
line. Choose only one “new”
food to try at a given meal (it
will be served again) and ﬁll
the rest of the tray with familiar foods, fruits and vegetables. Don’t put desserts on
your tray, or you will eat
them. If you really want a
sweet after a meal, make a
special trip to get it. When
the meal is over, leave the
dining hall! Portions are the
most important concept to
grasp. I promise you will feel
so much healthier if you are
more aware of your portions.
Hungry(or habit)? Think
Before You Eat: Most often
habits will lead to mindless
eating and usually the choices
of food are not the best. Before you reach for that option,
ask yourself “Am I Really
Hungry?” The answer should
be Yes, if you have gone
longer than 3 hours without
eating. A balanced snack or
meal should incorporate fruit
or vegetables coupled with
lean protein. If you just had
an egg with whole wheat
toast and a glass of low fat
milk an hour ago and you are

reaching for that candy bar,
my guess would be you are
not hungry. If you are eating
for a reason other than
hunger, see if a glass of water,
conversation with a friend, or
short walk will fulﬁll the
need.
Lean protein sources include: ﬁsh, chicken, pork,
eggs, legumes, tofu, and nuts.
Broiled, baked, grilled,
steamed and poached foods
are the most healthful. Avoid
sauces, gravies, and marinades as much as possible.
Drink more water. Drinking soda and sweetened beverages can add up to several
hundred extra calories a day,
placing you at risk for becoming dehydrated. These drinks
provide no nutritional energy
for your body. Once dehydration sets in it will often mask
itself in the form of hunger
and irritability. Performance
will suﬀer and then you will
reach for poor food choices.
Even if weight is not an issue
for you, these drinks are just
not good! YES even the diet
version!!
Sleep and exercise. These
essentials are not negotiable!
They are required for optimal
performance, metabolism,
vital to maintaining a healthful weight, and are required
to keep the immune system
functioning it’s best.

Bryant’s PwC’s xTAX Team
Cont. from pg. 1
and
means committee, and a
founding member of the
cricket club. Randa is part of
the Global China Connection,
a student diversity advocate,
and a member of the Bryant
liberal league.
This year’s ﬁnals were
held January 26-27 in Washington DC. The other schools
represented in the ﬁnals were
Brigham Young, Binghamton
University, the University of
South Carolina, and the University of Virginia. Because
they advanced to the ﬁnals,
the Bryant team won $10,000
to split. Additionally, the
sophomore members of the
team were given invitations to
PwC’s National Leadership

Conference in Chicago this
summer. The junior members
were each oﬀered an internship with PwC for this summer.
The team was quick to
credit their success to the support they received from their
student ambassador, Courtney Bernard. Professor Lynch
says that Bryant is the only
school in the country to have
this student ambassador program for the competition. The
student ambassador is someone who participated in the
competition the year before.
This way the team members
have someone their own age
to be able to relate to. Courtney was able to help the team
perfect their presentation

skills and give them a vote of
conﬁdence.
Although the Bryant
team didn’t clinch ﬁrst place
they did gain valuable experience as well as make important business connections.
Team members said they
learned the value and importance of being able to work in
a team in the real world.
Said Alexa Hamill, U.S.
campus recruiting leader at
PwC, “While the number of
participants has increased
over time, the program’s goal
of helping students better understand the vast career opportunities in public
accounting and connecting
them with professionals in the
industry has not wavered.”

Thank Dog you’re back! Where have you been??
(Christina Senecal)

Welcome back! I cannot tell
you how happy I am that
winter break is ﬁnally over.
I’m going to break my usual
format of “Top 5” to lay it all
out for you.
You guys have NO idea
how much I miss you when
you’re gone. See, the thing is,
you go home to your family
and your dogs, cats, guinea
pigs, etc., and bask in their
love and adoration. What you
may fail to realize is that there
is a severe shortage of available scratchers on campus to
shower ME with love and
adoration.
So here’s what I propose:
Take Bryant winter session
and summer session classes.
Seriously. It’s a win-win. You
don’t have to spend ALL
THAT TIME with your family, who – let’s face it, I’ve
seen your tweets – drive you
crazy after a couple of weeks,
and I get my belly scratched.
Oh, and you get a class or two
out of the way so that you
don’t have to take ﬁve classes
in the regular semester. I
know how tough some of
those classes are. Momma T
STILL complains about the
demands of some of her MBA
classes! And one fewer class
frees you up for more Tupper
Time.
Problem: Solved. I’m like
that. I’m a dog of the people!
Or, if you have to be away
from me for all that time, you
should study abroad, and
gain a global perspective. I
know what you’re thinking:

Tup, how does that help you?
(Because I know you’re always thinking about me.) It’s
simple. You will take a miniTupper with you around the
world and post pictures of
him at all the cool places you
go. Tupper will be a global
mascot. My legacy will be immense. It will be legen – wait
for it – dary!
Speaking of legendary, I
had a pawsum time at my
2nd birthday party this week.
There was singing, and
scratching. Trivia, and
scratching. Cake, and scratching. Photos with Bryant people, and scratching.
You may have noticed a recurring theme. It’s a dog
thing. Deﬁnitely a bulldog
thing. If you’re new to Bryant,
there are a few things you
should know.
1) I’m quieter in person
than I am on social media
2) I’m on social media, so
follow me on Twitter
(http://twitter.com/BryantTuppy) and like me on Facebook.(www.facebook.com/Bu
lldoTupper)
3) Sometimes, it may look
like I’m walking past you, but
it’s only to position my bum
closer to your scratchers…so
get to it!
I’ll be here all semester…
try the chicken. I’ll be back to
my “Top 5” format for the
next issue. ’Til then…WOOF!

The deadline for RA applications has been extended to Friday,
February 10th @4:30 pm.
Applications are available in the Res Life oﬃce (bottom ﬂoor of Hall 6) and on our website
www.reslife.bryant.edu.
Apply today!
Contact reslife@bryant.edu if you have any questions.
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Best and worst professors of Bryant
Cont. from page 1
diﬀerence between Bryant and the top schools is really not that much. But for the sake of this article,
we won’t worry about the semantics, just simply the
numbers that are given on the website. Nonetheless,
the average ratings of schools are not important for
this article because all we are focusing on are simply
the individual professors from Bryant.
Keep reading and you will ﬁnd the rankings of
the top 10 worst, and top 10 best professors from
Bryant, all according to Rate My Professor. Also
ranked are the best and worst professors from various departments. I must note that these rankings
come from Rate My Professor, and have nothing to
do with my personal feelings. I know that many
people would dispute how viable Rate My Professor is, but the fact of the matter is simply that Rate
My Professor exists, and students do visit this website. Since plenty of Bryant students check this website before each registration period, why not bring

this information out in the open and talk about it.
Now this is not simply a thrown together list
with random professors on it. I have put due diligence into coming up with appropriate rules and
guidelines in order make this list more viable. As
you will notice, there are probably lots of professors, either good or bad, that you thought would be
on this list, yet are nowhere to be found. This is because the professor did not meet the minimum
number of ratings needed to make each list. For instance, if a professor had a rating of 4.0, but only
had 10 ratings, then he or she was not eligible for
the list.
While I was scrolling through pages and pages of
professors, I came up with the following cut-oﬀs for
each list. In order to qualify for the Best Professor
list, I decided the professor had to have at least 60
ratings on Rate My Professor. And to qualify for the
Worst Professor list a professor had to have at least

Individual Rankings
Top 10 Professors:
Chester Piascik- Math: 81 ratings, 4.8 overall

50 ratings. These numbers are rather arbitrary, but
seemed like the best solution for narrowing down
the lists.
The next rule was simple: The professor must
have taught either in the fall of 2011, or been scheduled to teach in the spring of 2012. For the departmental rankings, the rules were basically the same,
except that the minimum number of ratings was
only 35. This was simply due to the lack of ratings
in certain departments, and thus had to be lowered
in order to include all areas of study.
Without further ado, here are the ﬁnal rankings
of Bryant University professors; according to Rate
My Professor. Look them over, take them in, think
about them, and then discuss with your friends.
Enjoy this time to openly discuss your favorite and
least favorite professors from Bryant, and feel free
to send feedback to The Archway.

Department Rankings
Accounting:
Best- David Beausejour: 37 ratings, 4.1 overall
Worst- Robert Farrar: 60 ratings, 1.9 overall

Joseph Trunzo- Psychology: 60 ratings, 4.7 overall

Communication:

Thomas Bassett- English: 69 ratings, 4.6 overall

Best- Susan Baran: 39 ratings, 4.3 overall

Nancy Beausoleil- Math: 85 ratings, 4.6 overall

Worst- Kristen Berkos: 96 ratings, 2.8 overall
Economics:

Glenn Jeﬀerson- Management: 110 ratings, 4.4 overall

Best- Ramesh Mohan: 41 ratings, 4.6 overall

Harry Hubbard- History: 82 ratings, 4.2 overall

Worst- Peter Mini: 90 ratings, 1.7 overall
Finance:

Adam Rubin- Business: 109 ratings, 4.2 overall
John Dietrich- Political Science: 72 ratings, 4.2 overall
Chris Briggs- Economics: 64 ratings, 4.0 overall

Best- Hakan Saraoglu: 50 ratings, 4.6 overall
Worst- Joseph McCarthy: 60 ratings, 1.9 overall
History:
Best- Harry Hubbard: 82 ratings, 4.2 overall

Michael Fraleigh- Sociology: 155 ratings, 4.0 ratings

Worst- Antoine Joseph: 70 ratings, 1.6 overall

Bottom 10 Professors:

Mathematics:

Antoine Joseph- History: 70 ratings, 1.6 overall

Best- Chester Piascik: 81 ratings, 4.8 overall
Worst- Kristen Kennedy: 62 ratings, 2.5 overall

Peter Mini- Economics: 90 ratings, 1.7 overall

LCS:

Joseph Ilacqua- Economics: 83 ratings, 1.9 overall

Best- Thomas Bassett: 69 ratings, 4.6 overall

Robert Farrar- Accounting: 60 ratings, 1.9 overall

Worst- Mary Prescott: 48 ratings, 2.6 overall
Management:

Joseph McCarthy- Finance: 60 ratings, 1.9 overall

Best- Glenn Jeﬀerson: 110 ratings, 4.4 overall

David Ketchum- Finance: 56 ratings, 2.0 overall

Worst- Shirley Wilson: 45 ratings, 2.0 overall
Marketing:

Chen Zhang- Computer Science: 51 ratings, 2.2 overall
Suhong Li- Computer Science: 58 ratings, 2.4 overall
James Estey- History: 124 ratings, 2.5 overall
Judy Litoﬀ- History: 52 ratings, 2.5 overall

Best- Elaine Notarantonio: 57 ratings, 3.8 overall
Worst- Carol Demoranville: 39 ratings, 2.7 overall
Science:
Best- Dana Whitaker: 57 ratings, 4.2 overall
Worst- Gaytha Langlois: 37 ratings, 2.4 overall

Read me online:
www.bryantarchway.com
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Apple has yet another impressive quarter
By Patrick May
MCT Campus
Even as some investors have begun
to question how much longer Apple
can keep strutting its spectacular bottom line, the world's largest tech company on Tuesday made an impressive
vault out of the gate with its ﬁrst earnings report of 2012 showing a 118-percent jump in proﬁt.
The Cupertino, Calif., company reported earnings of $13.06 billion, or
$13.87 per diluted share, for its ﬁrst
quarter of its ﬁscal year. Revenues
soared to $46.3 billion, up from $26.7
billion for the same quarter a year ago.
The numbers blew past Wall
Street's projections. Analysts polled by
Thomson Reuters expected the company to earn $10.07 a share on sales of

$38.76 billion.
"We're thrilled with our outstanding results and record-breaking sales
of iPhones, iPads and Macs," said CEO
Tim Cook, who took over from
Apple's ailing co-founder Steve Jobs
last August, just weeks before Jobs
died from pancreatic cancer. "Apple's
momentum is incredibly strong, and
we have some amazing new products
in the pipeline."
Apple said its gross margin was
44.7 percent compared to 38.5 percent
in the year-ago quarter. International
sales accounted for 58 percent of the
quarter's revenue.
As Apple sailed into the new year
with $81.6 billion in cash, the steady
hand of Cook at the helm, and excitement building over rumored releases

of a new iPad 3 and iTV, some analysts still wondered whether the rivals
nipping at Apple's heels might begin
to chip away at the company's torrid
growth pace.
But in contrast to last quarter,
when Apple saw its ﬁrst revenue miss
since 2008 for the October quarter,
Tuesday's scorecard was stunning.
Apple said it sold 37.04 million
iPhones during the ﬁscal ﬁrst quarter,
which includes the holiday shopping
season and was the ﬁrst reporting period to include the new iPhone 4S.
That ﬁgure was up 128 percent from
the same quarter a year earlier. Apple
also said it sold 15.43 million iPads
and 5.2 million Mac computers. That
compares to analysts average estimates of roughly 31 million iPhones,

13.5 million to 14 million iPads and 5
million Mac computers.
Many analysts remain upbeat for
Apple's future.
"This is just a stepping point for it
to go another 15 to 20 percent higher
than it is now," said Michael
Yoshikami, CEO of YCMNET Advisors, which owns Apple shares,
adding that international expansion
will drive much of the upside. "The
stock is cheap relative to companies
like Google. It's a good value, especially considering what a growth trajectory this company is on."
Apple's stock gained 25 percent in
2011, adding about $77 billion to its
market capitalization, and its share
price touched an all-time high of
$431.36 last week.

Graph of the week:
Our world through
numbers
By Royce Brunson
Business Editor
The number one factor on American’s minds for the 2012
presidential election is the economy. As the Graph of the week
shows, the United States only saw 1.8% GDP growth through
2011, while many countries saw signiﬁcantly faster growth.
However, hope for better economic times may have to wait a
few more years seeing as 2012 global predictions show little accelerated growth.
There are a few very positive signs for the economy that
we should focus on. First oﬀ, the jobs market is beginning to
bounce back once again. The Wall Street Journal reported that
US nonfarm private sector employment increased by a seasonally adjusted 170,000. Also, housing sales and construction
have been showing recent signs of improvement. Business
sales and proﬁts are rising, and even many consumers are in
better shape today than they were in 2010.
Global growth is projected to grow at 3.5% in 2012, then
accelerate somewhat to 3.6 percent from 2013-2016. China saw
its economy expand 8.9% in the fourth quarter of last year, its
slowest rate in 2.5 years. However, they will be one of the most
prosperous economies across the globe this year. For 2012, it is
expected that their economy will slow once again, which
would have a negative impact across the globe.
However, the entire world still has its eyes on the European
debt crisis and until European leaders resolve the matter global
markets will continue to ﬂuctuate with record volatility. Improved talks earlier in the week pushed EU stocks to a six
month high on hopes of a deal to save Greece from collapse.
In terms of commodities, expect high gas prices for 2012
as the U.S. will be exporting more gasoline in 2011 than it imported, artiﬁcially raising prices. Gold prices will continue to
rise until debt concerns are subdued. Cotton prices will come
back minimally after a massive drop oﬀ in 2011.
However, it is vital that Washington wakes up and implements a short-term ﬁscal stimulus and long-term deﬁcit reduction package in order to promote growth while reducing our
$15,302,500,000,000 debt that is soon to implode.

Biz Snipz: the current happenings of the business world
By Royce Brunson
Business Editor
• World equity markets are expected to be on the
upswing for 2012 and so far the S&P 500 is oﬀ to a
great start. The market was up over 4% for January,
something that’s happened 17 times since 1950, and
everytime the markets have closed the full year up.
• The Oval Oﬃce needs to open its eyes and address the massive debt crisis building here in the
US. It was reported on Tuesday by The Congressional Budget Oﬃce that the ﬁscal 2012 deﬁcit will
rise to $1.08 trillion, higher than an earlier estimate
of $973 billion. This would be the fourth straight
year that the budget deﬁcit has topped $1 trillion.
• As expected the US economy showed healthy
growth for Q4 ’11, growing 2.8%. This was the single largest growth since Q2 ’10.
•Bill Gates has done it again; he is America’s richest
man. Forbes ranked him #1 in its list of Forbes 400,

with a net worth of $59 billion. The only man richer
than Mr. Gates throughout the world is Carlos Slim,
the Mexican billionaire who is chairman of Telmex.

5.2M Macs in Q4, a 26% growth YTD and 15.4M
iPods, a 21% decline YTD. Apple now has an unparalleled pile of cash laying around, amounting to
$98 billion.

•Over the past 5 years, the average home value has
plummeted nearly 40%. According to Kiplinger, the
worst is over and prices should stabilize in 2012.
However, Bloomberg estimates a 3.3% further decline in home prices for 2012. The latter is far more
realistic, eighteen of the twenty cities in the CaseShiller Home Price Index saw a YTD decline in
housing prices. The two cities with gains in home
prices were Detroit and Washington D.C. at 3.8%
and 0.5% , respectively.

• For the past four years, the Super Bowl has set a
record number of viewers each year. Last year’s
game was watched by 111 million viewers, this
year’s showdown is expected to break that record as
well. Ads for the big game are going for $3.5 million
for a 30 second clip. Over the past 10 years the top
spenders for advertisements have been Anheuser
Busch ($239.1 M), Pepsico ($174M), GM ($82.8M)
and Disney ($73.9M).

• For all those who said Apple would not ﬂourish
without Steve Jobs, take a peek at these numbers for
Q4 ‘11 released last Wednesday. The company announced $46.33 billion in revenues, up from $26.74
billion last year. Proﬁt also doubled: $13.06 billion
this year compared to $6 billion last year. The company sold 37.04M iPhones in Q4, an increase of
128% YTD; 5.43M iPads for Q4, a 111% growth YTD,

• Sales for the auto industry were extemely favorable for the month of January. Toyota sales increased 7.5% over the past month, Nissan sales saw
an impressive 10.4% jump, Ford saw 7.4%growth
while cross-town compeitor, Chrysler, saw a 12%
jump over the past month. The only major automaker to see a decline in sales was General Motors who saw a 6% decline in sales in January.
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50 Economic numbers from 2011 that are
almost too crazy to believe
Courtsey of the blog:
The Economic Collapse
Even though most Americans have
become very frustrated with this economy, the reality is that the vast majority of them still have no idea just how
bad our economic decline has been or
how much trouble we are going to be
in if we don't make dramatic changes
immediately. Just "tweaking" things
here and there is not going to ﬁx this
economy. We truly do need a fundamental change in direction. America
is consuming far more wealth than it
is producing and our debt is absolutely exploding. If we stay on this
current path, an economic collapse is
inevitable. Hopefully the crazy economic numbers from 2011 included in
this article will be shocking enough to
wake some people up.
The following are 50 economic
numbers from 2011 that are almost too
crazy to believe....
#1 A staggering 48 percent of all
Americans are either considered to be
"low income" or are living in poverty.
#2 Approximately 57 percent of all
children in the United States are living
in homes that are either considered to
be "low income" or impoverished.
#3 If the number of Americans that
"wanted jobs" was the same today as it
was back in 2007, the "oﬃcial" unemployment rate put out by the U.S. government would be up to 11 percent.
#4 The average amount of time that
a worker stays unemployed in the
United States is now over 40 weeks.
#5 One recent survey found that 77
percent of all U.S. small businesses do
not plan to hire any more workers.
#6 There are fewer payroll jobs in
the United States today than there
were back in 2000 even though we
have added 30 million extra people to
the population since then.
#7 Since December 2007, median
household income in the United States
has declined by a total of 6.8% once
you account for inﬂation.
#8 According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 16.6 million Americans were self-employed back in December 2006. Today, that number has
shrun
#9 A Gallup poll from earlier this
year found that approximately one
out of every ﬁve Americans that do
have a job consider themselves to be
underemployed.
#10 According to author Paul Osterman, about 20 percent of all U.S.
adults are currently working jobs that
pay poverty-level wages.
#11 Back in 1980, less than 30% of
all jobs in the United States were low
income jobs. Today, more than 40% of
all jobs in the United States are low income jobs.
#12 Back in 1969, 95 percent of all
men between the ages of 25 and 54
had a job. In July, only 81.2 percent of
men in that age group had a job.

#13 One recent survey found that
one out of every three Americans
would not be able to make a mortgage
or rent payment next month if they
suddenly lost their current job.
#14 The Federal Reserve recently
announced that the total net worth of
U.S. households declined by 4.1 percent in the 3rd quarter of 2011 alone.
#15 According to a recent study
conducted by the BlackRock Investment Institute, the ratio of household
debt to personal income in the United
States is now 154 percent.
#16 As the economy has slowed
down, so has the number of marriages. According to a Pew Research
Center analysis, only 51 percent of all
Americans that are at least 18 years
old are currently married. Back in
1960, 72 percent of all U.S. adults were
married.
#17 The U.S. Postal Service has lost
more than 5 billion dollars over the
past year.
#18 In Stockton, California home
prices have declined 64 percent from

they account for approximately 16.3%
#26 One study found that approximately 41 percent of all working age
Americans either have medical bill
problems or are currently paying oﬀ
medical debt.
#27 If you can believe it, one out of
every seven Americans has at least 10
credit cards.
#28 The United States spends about
4 dollars on goods and services from
China for every one dollar that China
spends on goods and services from
the United States.
#29 It is being projected that the
U.S. trade deﬁcit for 2011 will be 558.2
billion dollars.
#30 The retirement crisis in the
United States just continues to get
worse. According to the Employee
Beneﬁt Research Institute, 46 percent
of all American workers have less
than $10,000 saved for retirement, and
29 percent of all American workers
have less than $1,000 saved for retirement.
#31 Today, one out of every six eld-

Fact #17: The United States Postal Service lost more than 5 billion dollars last year. (MCTCampus)
where they were at when the housing
market peaked.
#19 Nevada has had the highest
foreclosure rate in the nation for 59
months in a row.
#20 If you can believe it, the median price of a home in Detroit is now
just $6000.
#21 According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, 18 percent of all homes in the
state of Florida are sitting vacant.
That ﬁgure is 63 percent larger than it
was just ten years ago.
#22 New home construction in the
United States is on pace to set a brand
new all-time record low in 2011.
#23 As I have written about previously, 19 percent of all American men
between the ages of 25 and 34 are now
living with their parents.
#24 Electricity bills in the United
States have risen faster than the overall rate of inﬂation for ﬁve years in a
row.
#25 According to the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, health care costs
accounted for just 9.5% of all personal
consumption back in 1980. Today

erly Americans lives below the federal
poverty line.
#32 According to a study that was
just released, CEO pay at America's
biggest companies rose by 36.5% in
just one recent 12 month period.
#33 Today, the "too big to fail"
banks are larger than ever. The total
assets of the six largest U.S. banks increased by 39 percent between September 30, 2006 and September 30,
2011.
#34 The six heirs of Wal-Mart
founder Sam Walton have a net worth
that is roughly equal to the bottom 30
percent of all Americans combined.
#35 According to an analysis of
Census Bureau data done by the Pew
Research Center, the median net
worth for households led by someone
65 years of age or older is 47 times
greater than the median net worth for
households led by someone under the
age of 35.
#36 If you can believe it, 37 percent
of all U.S. households that are led by
someone under the age of 35 have a
net worth of zero or less than zero.

#37 A higher percentage of Americans is living in extreme poverty
(6.7%) than has ever been measured
before.
#38 Child homelessness in the
United States is now 33 percent higher
than it was back in 2007.
#39 Since 2007, the number of children living in poverty in the state of
California has increased by 30 percent.
#40 Sadly, child poverty is absolutely exploding all over America.
According to the National Center for
Children in Poverty, 36.4% of all children that live in Philadelphia are living in poverty, 40.1% of all children
that live in Atlanta are living in
poverty, 52.6% of all children that live
in Cleveland are living in poverty and
53.6% of all children that live in Detroit are living in poverty.
#41 Today, one out of every seven
Americans is on food stamps and one
out of every four American children is
on food stamps.
#42 In 1980, government transfer
payments accounted for just 11.7% of
all income. Today, government transfer payments account for more than 18
percent of all income.
#43 A staggering 48.5% of all Americans live in a household that receives
some form of government beneﬁts.
Back in 1983, that number was below
30 percent.
#44 Right now, spending by the
federal government accounts for
about 24 percent of GDP. Back in
2001, it accounted for just 18 percent.
#45 For ﬁscal year 2011, the U.S.
federal government had a budget
deﬁcit of nearly 1.3 trillion dollars.
That was the third year in a row that
our budget deﬁcit has topped one trillion dollars.
#46 If Bill Gates gave every single
penny of his fortune to the U.S. government, it would only cover the U.S.
budget deﬁcit for about 15 days.
#47 Amazingly, the U.S. government has now accumulated a total
debt of 15 trillion dollars. When
Barack Obama ﬁrst took oﬃce the national debt was just 10.6 trillion dollars.
#48 If the federal government
began right at this moment to repay
the U.S. national debt at a rate of one
dollar per second, it would take over
440,000 years to pay oﬀ the national
debt.
#49 The U.S. national debt has been
increasing by an average of more than
4 billion dollars per day since the beginning of the Obama administration.
#50 During the Obama administration, the U.S. government has accumulated more debt than it did from
the time that George Washington took
oﬃce to the time that Bill Clinton took
oﬃce.
During 2011 we made a lot of
progress in educating the American
people about our economic problems,
but we still have a long way to go.

Prof Michael Roberto Blogspot: Transformation at J.C. Penney
By Michael Roberto D.B.A
Faculty Contributror
Laura Heller has written an article about the
transformation taking place at J.C. Penney. Heller's
article, which can be found at Forbes.com, describes
the ﬁrm as "the most interesting retailer of 2012." As
you probably know, the company recently hired
Ron Johnson, the former leader of Apple's retail
stores. As CEO, Johnson has set out to remake J.C.
Penney, and he's hired some talented folks to help
him (including a senior executive from Target,
where Johnson worked prior to Apple).
So far, Johnson's team has redesigned the logo,
hired a new spokesperson, invested in Martha Stewart's company and launched a design partnership
with Nanette Lepore. Perhaps most signiﬁcantly,

the company is overhauling its pricing strategy in a
dramatic way, and it's redesigning the in-store experience. The company will be reducing prices signiﬁcantly on many basics, relying less on weekly sales,
and keeping prices at the same level for a month at
a time on many items. It's not quite everyday low
pricing (EDLP), but it's a shift away from the usual
high-low pricing strategy that many retailers employ. In terms of the in-store experience, the ﬁrm
will be introducing many "stores within a store" with each mini-store associated with a key brand.
Heller rightfully points out that it will be fun to
watch these changes unfold, and to see if they succeed.
What's clear to me is that the department store
format is crying out for re-invention. Whether or
not these changes all succeed, Johnson is right to try

rethinking the department store concept. In a
world of massive discounting, outlet store malls in
every state, and rapid e-commerce growth, department stores have to change their approach. It will
take more than a new store experience though. The
ﬁrm will have to oﬀer exclusive products as well, so
as to avoid pure head-to-head competition with rivals. Moreover, it will have to deﬁne itself clearly
vis a vis its rivals. For years, the company's positioning and target market has been a bit murky.
That will have to change too.

Professor Michael Roberto’s blog can be read in its
enitrity by visiting:
http://michael-roberto.blogspot.com/

THE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT FEE
JULY 2010 – JUNE 2011 REPORT

Dear Students,

Please take some time to review this report which details how the Student Involvement Fee was allocated over the past year. The purpose of the Student
Involvement Fee (SIF) is to provide funding in order to improve the co-curricular environment for students. This is done by improving support for student
organizations and clubs and increasing the opportunity for student involvement in out-of-class experiences through programs and services on campus.
We hope you continue to take advantage of the opportunities the Student Involvement Fee offers you, as individuals, clubs, and organizations.

In service ,

SIF Oversight Board

2010-2011 Student Involvement Fee (SIF) Oversight Board:

Dr. J. Thomas Eakin (Chair; Vice President), Judy Kawamoto (Staff), Bill Smith (Staff), Nicole Lambert (Staff), Prof. Peter Nigro (Faculty), Greg MacDonald (Student), Islindy Merius (Student), Christopher
Macksey (Student), Joshua Grolman (Student), Aaron Fortin (Student) and Angela Marchio (Student).

THE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE

The purpose of the Ways and Means Committee is to review budgets, initial funding requests, requests for additional funds and to allocate annual funds to all registered and
recognized student clubs and organizations.

$664,310

Breakdown of Funding by
Ways and Means during 2010-2011
Event & Entertainment

Food& Beverage

Advertising & Apparel

Conferences & Travel

Dues & Affiliations

Miscellaneous

0.5%

$292,752.65

6%

$300,000.00
44%

28%

$185,500.62
$200,000.00

16.5%

$110,718.73

$100,000.00

5%
Clubs/Organizations’ budget expenses are organized into sub-categories
during the fiscal year; these charts represent the amount of funding
allocated by category

$32,761.79

$39,319.07
$3,256.70

$Event & Entertainment

Food& Beverage

Advertising & Apparel

Conferences & Travel

Dues & Affiliations

Miscellaneous

2010-2011 Ways and Means Committee:

Bob Sloss (Staff), Aaron Fortin (Student), Josh Grolman (Student), Alex Barbosa (Student), Ashley Trautner (Student), Maria Fontana (Student), Derek Castello (Student), Brian Gowan (Student), Alex Geer
(Student), Angela Marchio (Student), Eric Hyland (Student), Garrett Kistler (Student) and Luke Stankiewicz (Student).

The Special Initiatives Committee reviews student-created, student-centered proposals. The proposals should have the focus of benefiting the Bryant Community and
enhancing student life. Proposals should be one-time, non-traditional, and non-recurring ventures.

The Special Initiatives Committee
purchased additional bins for the
campus recycling program.

Special Initiatives funded two brand-new sets for the Bryant
TV Studio, a Media Simulcasting System and a security
system for the campus radio station.

2010-2011 Special Initiatives Committee:

Judy Kawamoto (Co-Chair, Staff), Rob Mammone (Staff), Chris Macksey (Co-Chair, Student), Katie Colton (Student), Grace Cunning (Student), Nicole Fleming (Student), Emmanuel Ntim (Student), Katie
Phung (Student), Cassidy Rydberg (Student), Haley Trenholm (Student) and David Zastrow (Student).

SASS, a student run committee, is devoted to promoting the importance of arts and culture at Bryant. SASS develops programs featuring speakers, performers and artists that interest,
engage, and inspire our students and our community. We strive to always provide valuable, unique and memorable experiences.

2010-2011 Events
Painting
8%
42%

9% 8%

Dance
8%

Singing

8%

Gymnastics/Acrobatic

8%

Movie Creation

8%

Broadway Play
Off Campus Speakers
On Campus Speakers

The SASS Committee brought acts to
campus including Common (above)
and performance painter David
Garibaldi (right)

2010-2011 Student Arts and Speaker Series (SASS) Committee:

Rich Hurley (Co-Chair, Staff), Betsy Knowles (Staff), Ron Washburn (Faculty), Angela Marchio (Co-Chair, Student), Cory Beaudoin (Student), Cristine Cox (Student), Erica Dawson (Student), Trevor
Dumont (Student), Tyler Smith (Student), Zachary Suter (Student) and Zafirah Zainal (Student).
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Tough to defend Patriots’ defense
Courtesy of
MCT Campus

yards allowed, ﬁve ranked
second and six ranked third.
Thirty-eight defenses, or 84
percent, ranked among the
top 10.
The worst-ranked defenses
among teams that lost the
Super Bowl were the Buﬀalo
Bills teams of 1991 and '93
that ranked 27th in a 28-team
league. No other runner-up

However, scouts say he hasn't
been as good this season, partially because of knee problems.
Patrick Chung, easily the
best player in the secondary,
returned three games ago
after missing seven weeks
with a foot injury. He'd rank
among the top seven to 10
safeties in the league.

rington has been whacked on
four occasions.
The main reserves on the
defensive line are Shaun Ellis,
34, and Gerard Warren, 33.
One-time Packer Tracy White
and well-traveled Niko
Koutouvides are 30 and taking up space at linebacker.
It got so bad in the secondary that Belichick gave wide

If the New England Patriots claim the Lombardi Trophy on Sunday night, one
could build a convincing case
that theirs is the worst defense in Super Bowl history.
The caveat would be saying such a thing about any
unit coached by Bill Belichick.
New England's defensive
personnel bear not a whit of
resemblance to the typical
powerhouses that generally
make it to Super Sunday.
Other than three to ﬁve players, it's a melange of mediocrity few teams would even
want on their rosters.
Said one personnel man
with more than 25 years of experience working for National
Football League clubs, "New
England has got to be the
least talented team in the
league on defense. They're
horrible in the secondary. The
Mark Andersons of the world,
they're just kind of castoﬀs."
There is no foolproof
method to rank a defense. The NYG Duke Calhoun outruns the Patriots defense for a touchdown in September. (MCTCampus)
performance of the oﬀense
and special teams impact
even ranked as low as No. 20.
Brandon Spikes, the inside
receiver Matthew Slater 109
points allowed as well as
New England's defense
linebacker on the strong side,
snaps at safety and wide retakeaways. Yards allowed per has shown signs of life in the
probably is the fourth most
ceiver Julian Edelman 91
play is a good barometer, but
playoﬀs. Still, let's not get car- attractive player. He ran 40
snaps at cornerback. Ten days
for the sake of uniformity let's ried away because their ﬁrst
yards in a slow 5.03 seconds
ago, Edelman played 25 snaps
just stick with the old standby opponent was Tim Tebow and two years ago and scored
in the slot and 28 on oﬀense.
of yards allowed.
Denver. Then Baltimore's Joe
poorly (13) on the Wonderlic
"I don't know anybody else
New England, which gave
Flacco shredded them for 306
intelligence test, but on ﬁrst
that would try that," an inup 8 yards fewer than the
yards in the AFC title game.
and second downs he is a
credulous personnel man
Packers and ranked 31st,
Massive Vince Wilfork is a
rugged run stuﬀer.
said. "They're trying to win
would be far and away the
blue-chip player all the way.
Of the other 19 players on
the AFC championship and
worst in this category. New
In his eighth season, the 350defense, 12 have been reEdelman is out there for the
Orleans, which won two
pounder still managed to play leased in their careers, and
ﬁnal drive."
years ago, presently has the
86.1 percent of the regulareight have been cut more than
New England had its share
lowest ranking of No. 25.
season snaps and 67 of 70
once. Rob Ninkovich, one of
of injuries on defense but only
Next would be the surprising
against the Ravens.
the starting outside linebackthe Game 14 loss of Andre
Patriots of 2001, who ranked
Inside linebacker Jerod
ers, has been waived six times Carter, the club's best pass
24th.
Mayo is a red-chip player,
after managing to stay in the
rusher, was a major blow. AnOf the 45 Super Bowl
runs the defense and is capaleague as a long snapper.
derson, strictly a defensive
champions, 11 ranked ﬁrst in
ble of making some big plays. Starting cornerback Kyle Arend for ﬁve seasons in

Chicago, had to replace Carter
at outside linebacker on the
weak side in the 3-4 to which
the Patriots now have turned.
Shuﬄing bodies and
schemes, Belichick has given
40 players at least one snap on
defense. If you don't think
that's a lot, consider that the
Packers had 25 in their horrendous season on defense.
The other Super Bowl entrant,
the Giants, had 27.
The three worst teams in
the NFL _ Indianapolis, St.
Louis and Minnesota _ had
just 31, 26 and 26 players
make an appearance on defense.
"To me, they're all
castoﬀs," one scout said with
exaggeration. "So it's a hell of
a coaching job. They've done
more with less."
Because Belichick's blitzes
are so exact, the Patriots had
40 sacks (14th most in the
NFL) and eight more in the
playoﬀs. Unlike Dom Capers,
Belichick blitzed just 27.2 percent compared with the Packers' 49.3 percent, according
to STATS.
Given the revolving door
in the locker room caused by
a dizzying number of roster
transactions, Belichick at least
has prevented a catastrophe
by minimizing the number of
blown assignments.
"They master the basics
and the scheme they're playing," an AFC East personnel
man said. "Rarely do you see
mental mistakes. They're
smart, instinctive and alignment-sound.
"Their weakness is on the
back end, and they have to
manufacture pressure. They
ﬁnd a way to be productive.
They will force you to beat
them. They're not going to
beat themselves."

Reilly to speak at National Girls &
Bryant University
Intramural of the Week Women in Sports celebration
Courtesy of
Bryant
Athletics
Fall MVP Award:
the nation, leading to new opportunities for women at all
levels.
Reilly will share her own
experiences as a woman in the
sports world throughout a
successful career as a Division
I athlete, Division I coach and
future Olympic participant,
having qualiﬁed to represent
her native Ireland in the upcoming 2012 Summer
Olympics in London.
Reilly was one of ﬁve fea-

Royce Brunson
Senior
Flag Football
Congratulations on being
the biggest dog in the
pound!

tured speakers at Wednesday's 3 p.m. event, which was
free and open to the public.
"More opportunities exist
Bryant University head
for girls and women now than
cross country/track & ﬁeld
40 years ago," said Reilly. "I
coach and 2012 Olympic qualsupport and applaud the coniﬁer Stephanie Reilly was featinuing eﬀorts to expand the
tured as a key speaker at the
horizons for girls and women
YWCA of Northern Rhode Isin sports."
land's 26th National Girls &
"In It For the Long Run" is
Women in Sports Day celethe
national theme for this
bration Wednesday afternoon
year's National Girls &
in Woonsocket.
Women in Sports Day and
The event, held anserves to acnually to honor the
knowledge the
achievements of feimportance of
male athletes and ensport participacourage participation
tion for females
of girls and women in
of all ages.
sports, is particularly
The YWCA of
signiﬁcant in 2012, as it
Northern Rhode
celebrates the 40th anIsland also unniversary of the landveiled its newly
mark Title IX
transformed
legislation.
gymnasium durTitle IX – a law proing the event,
hibiting the exclusion
featuring murals
of women or men in
of competitive feeducational programs
male athletes in
based on their sex –
action.
opened a window for
Coach
Reilly,
middle,
has
been
enjoying
a
sucessful
female athletes across
season with the Track and Field team (Bryant Athletics)
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Top 6 Reasons ...
By Jackie Ammirato
Editor-in-Chief

...you didn’t care (or
know) the Pro Bowl
was last weekend
6. You’re from the Northeast
If you are from the Northeast which the majority of people
reading this paper are, you really could have cared less
about the Pro Bowl. There are three most likely scenarios.
Either you are a Giants fan, a Patriots fan, or a Jets fan. In the
case of the Giants or Patriots fan, you didn’t care because
none of your team’s players were there and honestly how
could you be expected to follow anything but the Super
Bowl preparations. Third possibility, you are a Jets fan and
are therefore so bitter that possibly your two least favorite
teams are in the Super Bowl that you just want to stop thinking about the NFL until Rex Ryan releases his next ridiculously outlandish statement.

5. The number of no-shows is insane
Supposing you check out the Pro Bowl rosters and decide
you are actually going to make an effort to watch the game.
Good luck seeing any of the players on the roster actually
take the field. I’ve already mentioned that players on the
teams competing for the Super Bowl title don’t attend the
Pro Bowl, but there is also a large number of players who
just decide not to show up. In 2010, a record 29 players just
decided to skip the game. If the players don’t show any respect for the game how can the fans be expected to?

4. The game is in Hawaii
Excluding the 2010 game, the Pro Bowl has been held in
Hawaii every year since 1980. There are several problems
with this location. First, the players that actually bother to
show up think of the game as a mere sidenote to their weeklong vacation. Second, Hawaii is a remote and expensive
place to get to. Therefore, fans are not willing to shell out the
cash to go to the game. Third, Hawaii is not home to an NFL
franchise. If the game were held in Dallas or New Orleans or
any other place with a franchise, the entire city would get
into the festivities and the buzz would be so much bigger.
Luckily, the NFL’s contract with the Hawaiian Tourism Authority ended with Sunday’s game so there is hope for the
future.

Sports Shorts: the world
of sports at a glance
By Jackie Ammirato
Editor-in-Chief
•The New York Mets may have stooped to
a new low. In case you have been living under
a rock, the team can’t win any games and is
completely broke. So in an attempt to lure fans
to the stadium, the Mets have decided to move
in the outﬁeld fence. How are they going to ﬁnance this project you may wonder? It seems
the Wilpons and Mets’ management have
come up with the plan to basically have a
garage sale. The team will be auctioning oﬀ
the pieces of the old outﬁeld wall. On the surface it seems like a decent idea. I’m sure if the
Citgo sign outside Fenway ever went up for
auction someone would put up huge money.
This, however, is Citi Field. The stadium is
three years old. There is no storied history; no
one has any fond memories of great plays
made along the outﬁeld fence. However, if
you have some desire for a piece of the outﬁeld wall sporting a Wheat Thins, Verizon, or
Delta ad, the bids are starting around $1000.
• Wednesday was National Signing Day for
high school football players. For a lot of big
time programs this day is a big one as they
wait in anticipation to see if the recruits they
have been courting will be joining them on the
ﬁeld. ESPN ranks each schools recruiting class,
updating the list hourly on Wednesday. Early
on in the day, Alabama had the top spot with
Florida State, Texas, Florida, and Georgia
rounding out the top ﬁve. Our very own
Bryant Bulldogs inked twenty-ﬁve new members of the class of 2016.

3. The media shows no interest
On Sunday morning, the day of the game, I tuned into
Sports Center. I went to espn.com. Neither one showed any
sign that the game was even taking place that day. When
you literally have to search espn.com to find the start time of
the game there is a problem. When the Patriots boarding a
plane for an hour and thirty-seven minute flight to Indianapolis gets more press coverage than the sport’s all-star
game, there’s an even bigger problem.

2. The rules
The NFL community is very concerned with players getting
hurt. Players decline their invitations to the game citing concerns over injury. The NFL has instituted all kinds of modifications to the game as we all know it to try to cut down the
risk of injury. For example, in the Pro Bowl, there are no offensive shifts or movement on the line allowed before the
snap, no attempting to block field goals or punts, and no
blitzing. Also, teams cannot institute any defensive scheme
other than the Madden video game preset 4-3 and intentional grounding is legal. Maybe no one cares about the Pro
Bowl because the players aren’t really playing football?

Tiger’s swing has been roaring back as of
late, notably in his win at the Chevron
Classic last month. (MCT Campus)

Jason Pridie attempts to make a catch
against the outfield wall at Citi Field. (MCTCampus)

• The NFL’s All-Star game equivalent, the
Pro Bowl was last weekend. The AFC bested
the NFC 59-41. The game drew boos from the
crowd at Aloha Stadium in Hawaii. Green Bay
Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers told ESPN
radio, “I’ll be honest with you, I was a little bit
disappointed. I felt like some of the guys on
the NFC side embarrassed themselves.”
• Even when Eli Manning leads the Giants
to their second Super Bowl in four years, he is
still living in the media shadow of his brother.
This week the speculations about Peyton Manning’s future with the Indianapolis Colts have
been the source of countless conversations.
Peyton sat out all of the 2011 season with a
spinal injury. As a result, the Colts went 2-14
and have the number one pick in this year’s
draft, which many assume will be Stanford
quarterback Andrew Luck. Since the end of
the Colts’ season, owner Jim Irsay has ﬁred the
vice chairman, general manager, head coach,
and the majority of the team’s assistants. Manning says he will be healthy for next season
and loves the Colts. Irsay has until March 8 to
either pay Manning his $28 million option
bonus or let him become a free agent.
• Tiger Woods is back in the headlines, but
it is ﬁnally for playing some quality golf.
Woods has ﬁnished in the top three at his last
three events; third at the Australian Open, ﬁrst
at the Chevron World Challenge, and tied for
third this past weekend at the Abu Dhabi
HSBC Championship. His play has boosted
him up the world golf rankings where he now
sits at number 17. This tournament marked the
third time in his past ﬁve attempts that Woods
has been unable to seal the victory after holding a 54 hole lead.

1. There are no skills competitions
What is your favorite part of the NBA All-Star weekend?
The slam dunk contest. And your favorite part of the MLB
All-Star Weekend? The homerun derby. Why has the NFL
been unable to come up with some kind of skills competition? Take some of the drills they go through at the scouting
combine and pit the NFL’s best against each other. You
don’t think guys would get competitive about that kind of
thing? Hey, institute a pass, punt , kick competition if that’s
what it takes. The NFL desperately needs to come up with
something to show a lighter side to the players and give the
fans something to actually get excited about.

Bulldogs this weekend
Saturday, February 4th:
Men’s Swimming vs. Holy Cross, 1:00 pm
Women’s Swimming vs. Holy Cross, 1:00 pm
Track and Field at URI Invitational, 11:00 am
Men’s Tennis at Brown, 1:30 pm
Women’s Basketball at St. Francis (NY), 2:00 pm
Men’s Basketball at St. Francis (NY), 4:30 pm
Sunday, February 5th:
Men’s Tennis vs. Binghamton at Brown, 10:00 am

Looking to get invovled in a
new sport?
Check out the newest addition
to Bulldog Nation...

Cricket Club
Sunday 2/5, Noon, in the MAC
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WHO ARE THE EASIEST
PROFESSORS?
-CAM FLAHERTY

WHY DID YOU COME TO BRYANT?
-MIKE MALENFANT

ARE YOU SATISFIED
WITH SALMO?
-TIM DOUBLON

ANYONE INTERESTED IN
JOINING THE CRICKET
OR SQUASH CLUB?
-AKSHAY POONIA

IF YOU COULD RE-DO THE PROCESS OF
APPLYING FOR COLLEGES, WOULD BRYANT STILL BE
YOUR FINAL CHOICE?
-KASSANDRA MCGLONE & TOBI RAHEEM

WHAT’S YOUR
FAVORITE WEEKEND ON
CAMPUS?
-STACEY KALIVAS

WHAT TIME DOES THE
LIBRARY OPEN ON
WEEKDAYS?
-CONER MCGOVERN
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WhatisPinterest?
ByJessicaKline
Contributing Writer

app store and
have hit many
“top-ten best
websites” lists.
I joined Pinterest in the beginning of Summer
2011 (some of my
favorite pins are
below). I have 11
boards (jewelry,
favorite places
and spaces,
clothes, food, life,
hair, wedding,
love, crafts,
funny, and dance) and 189
pins.
I follow 10 people and
have 52 followers of my own.
I absolutely love Pinterest. I
am able to take all the things I
love like a cool bangle, bright
turquoise cowboy boots, or
even a delicious looking cupcake and “pin” them to one
place. If I’m looking for a
craft idea I can literally type
in “DIY crafts” to the Pinterest search bar and hundreds
of pins will come up.
Hours can be wasted looking at diﬀerent pins and

Okay so how many people
have heard of Pinterest? It
seems like every week a new
social-network pops up and
annoys everyone. Pinterest,
however is far from annoying
and is actually closer to the
scale of addicting.
This social-network is a
place to organize and share
online images that you ﬁnd
interesting. These images are
known as “pins” and where
you place them is called a
boards. With so many people
“board”.
on Pinterest every day, there
By creating a Pinterest acare a variety of boards to look
count you are allowed to pin
at—architecture, paintings,
images to boards that you
decorative cakes, etc. If you
have created.
have a few minutes to spare I
You can also “follow”
suggest jumping onto
other people’s boards. If you
www.pinterest.com and exwant to take a back seat on
ploring what you like and
the situation, you are more
even what the guy from Japan
than welcome to just browse
or the woman from Indiana is
the images.
interested in.
Pinterest’s mission stateP.S. Pinterest seems to atment is to connect everyone
tract more women than men,
through shared tastes and the
but no worries guys—try out
things they ﬁnd interesting.
www.gentlemint.com .
Every social network’s goal is
to connect
people—this
website does
just that in a
very creative
way.
Created in
late 2009 and
going public
in March 2012,
the site is
managed by a
noted team of
professionals
based out of
California.
The company
that owns Pinterest is Cold
Brew Labs.
They have created an app
for the iTunes Photos taken from Kline’s Pinterest. Pinterest.com

Whatreallygrindsmygears:
Tuesday Fish Night at Salmo
By Kelsey Nowak
Assistant Editor-in-Chief
How many times have you
walked into Salmo and been
greeted by the vicious odor of
ﬁsh? Let me guess… every
Tuesday night? Yes. I am talking about ﬁsh Tuesdays in
Salmo. I would really love to
know what percentage of our
population eats the ﬁsh that is
being served for dinner on
Tuesdays. If I had to guess, I
would round up to a whopping 10% maximum. That is
being kind.
There is protocol for dinner on Tuesdays in Salmo (if
you and your friends don’t
default automatically to
South). First, one walks down
the stairs and smells the odor,
then goes over to the main
meal area and veriﬁes that the
ﬁsh is indeed the source of the
rank smell. After completing
these steps, one then says,

“Well then, I will have stir fry
on this ﬁshy Tuesday night.”
Yeah, right. The line is beginning to wrap around the salad
bar area. Alrighty then, ﬁne.
Cold hamburger it is. Or perhaps a salad (no thanks). Cereal and ice cream it is.
I don’t want to start a huge
war here, or start a petition.
Nothing of the sort. Honestly,
I would just like to know why
the management of Salman-

son Dining Hall cannot see
that no one (or shall I say very
few people) consume ﬁsh on
ﬁsh Tuesday. I feel that it is
fairly easy to see that not
many students eat the main
meal on Tuesday nights so
why would one continue to
serve the same meal over and
over and over? Let’s try something new. Please. Because I
for one, do not want to see
anymore ﬁsh on Tuesdays.

Top10Outrageous
factsabouttheItalian
cruiseshipdisaster
BySarahPerlman
Contributing Writer

MCT Campus

The MS Costa Concordia cruise ship ran aground oﬀ of the island
of Giglio in the Terrhenian Sea oﬀ the western coast of Italy on Friday
January 13th, 2012. The fact that this event happened on Friday the
13th isn't the only irony about this incident. The following are the
top 10 interesting facts about the Costa Concordia cruise ship disaster:
10. The Captain, Francesco Schnettio veered the ship oﬀ of the
pre-charted course to sound the horn to the townspeople of
Giglio Island.
9. The Costa Concordia was a 950 feet long, 35 meter wide ship
and had a gash 160 feet long across the hull.
8. Two thousand four hundred tons of fuel aboard the ship currently threatens the marine nature preserve around the island.
7. When asked why he abandoned ship, Captain Schnettio
claims when the ship listed, he tripped, fell overboard and
landed in a lifeboat.
6. The ship has a damage deductible of $30 million and an estimated loss in earnings of $95 million this year for Carnival the
cruise operator. The ship has an $800 million estimated total liability if scrapped.
5. Carnival’s share price fell 14% on the ﬁrst trading day in
New York after the incident.
4. Thirteen people have been found dead, with an estimated 20
still missing from the 4,200 people on board.
3. In the transcript between Costa Concordia Captain Schettino
and Italian Coast Guard Captain Gregorio De Falco, Schnettio
said:
Schettino: But do you realize it is dark and here we
can't see anything...
De Falco: And so what? You want go home, Schettino?
It is dark and you want to go home? Get on that prow
of the boat using the pilot ladder and tell me what can
be done, how many people there are and what their
needs are. Now!
2. Schnettio has become “Italy’s most hated man”
1. A passenger reported that “My Heart Will Go On”, the
theme from “Titanic” was playing in one of the dining rooms
when the ship ran aground.

Haveanopinion?
Emailaevangel@bryant.edu.
Letyourvoicebeheard!
Salmanson Dining Hall (Kelsey Nowak)
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Coldbringing
youdown?
ByAndrianaEvangelista
Opinion Editor
Tired of being cooped up in your dorm room? It’s time to
get up and get moving…with the Archway’s 10 ways to
keep active and survive the winter season!

Hannah Teter (USA) at 2010 Winter Olympics. (MCT Campus)
1.Grabapairofskatesandhittheice!
Bryant students are always looking for ways to get oﬀ campus. Why not take the 5 minute drive to the Smithﬁeld Municipal Ice Rink! They oﬀer public skating Sundays, Tuesdays &
Fridays from 12pm-2pm for a total cost of $8.
Thinking about asking someone out on a date but don’t
know where to go? Head over to Kennedy Plaza in Providence
for public skating. Wednesday is College Night—only $6 a person!
2.Hittheslopes!
Snowboarding, skiing, and snowshoeing are all great ways
to stay active in the winter! Bryant’s Ski & Snowboard Club
goes to a diﬀerent mountain every weekend, and did I mention
lift tickets are priced at a college discount! Look out for their
table in the Roto.
3.Indoorrockclimbing
Rock Spot Climbing in Lincoln is a great workout with day
passes costing $24. It’s a fun way to get a workout and you
won’t have to wait in line for a treadmill!
4.GroupExercise
Staying active is always better with a buddy. Why not join a
group workout session at the Chase Wellness Center. Classes
began this week, schedules are available at the front desk. They
oﬀer classes in spinning, abs, butts & guts and much more!
5.Haveasnowballﬁght!Gooutandplay
Sometimes we forget that college students can still have fun.
Grab a sled or a snowball, get outside and get moving.
6.Popinaworkoutdvdorpurchasesomeworkoutequipmentforyoursuite
Can’t stomach the cold? No need to leave your dorm room.
Rent or buy a fun workout dvd to share with your roomies. OR
just put on a fun playlist and dance!
7.Createanintramuralteam!
Winter sports being oﬀered are indoor volleyball, 5 v 5 basketball, and ﬂoor hockey.
8.Takeafewlapsinthepool
The Chase Wellness Center has open swim hours daily.
9.Walkitout
Enjoy the fresh air and the company of those you haven’t
seen in a while!
10.YogaorPilates
The beneﬁts of yoga and Pilates are endless. It increases energy, relieves beginning of the semester stresses, and minimizes the chances of catching a cold.Check out Mediation in
Motion with Noelle Harris, Thursdays at 3:30 in the IFC.
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Howtoworkyourcollegedegree
ByKellyMcDonough
Advertising Manager
Regardless of their current
grade level, every college student
at one time or another needs
some guidance. Being a seasoned
senior I’ve learned from both my
good judgments but mostly my
failures. Here is some advice for
every grade level that will help
you from falling behind during
this venture we call college.
Freshmen
By now a second semester
freshman should have their
roots growing into the
grounds at Bryant. You understand academic policies,
how to get involved around
campus and have a support
system built in place (if you
don’t have any of these, you
probably should have transferred). The top three things
you should focus on moving
forward are:
1) Paying attention to your
core business and liberal arts
classes. What makes you excited to learn? What classes
do you dread? Having a
sound idea of what major you
will declare will save you
stress and credits in the future!
2) Choose two or three
clubs to get heavily involved
in. Elections for new E-board
members are voted on each
spring semester and the roles
are perfect for sophomores
who can take on more responsibility.
3) Finally, ﬁgure out who
your friends are because the
most stressful situation is almost upon you… you will
soon pick your living arrangements to live in the Suite Village. This is inﬂuential to
your career at Bryant because
your friends are your family
and support system. Choose
wisely, or else your neighbors

might not like you next
year…
Sophomores
Sophomore year was by far
my favorite at Bryant University. You feel like you know
everything and everyone as
you frolic around campus.
Gosh, I wish I could go back.
If I did time travel to 2010 I
would do some minor things
diﬀerently though.
1) Make a resume and network with upperclassmen
within your major. Ask questions like: What should I be
doing for experience outside
the classroom? What is an internship? Don’t you wish you
were me?
2) Familiarize yourself
with the Amica Center and
the BCC. If you are able to
navigate through the portal,
you can start looking for internships and building upon
your experiences now. Remember, the early bird gets
the worm!
3) Do you want to go
abroad and where? This again
is inﬂuential in college, studying abroad. By now, you have
heard stories or personally experienced the Sophomore International Experience. If you
missed out or want to have
another opportunity at it, the
time is NOW to decide. Visiting the Study Abroad Fair or
oﬃce is a must. Have a conversation with a peer mentor,
or research interesting countries! You are living in the
heart of Bryant University
Life—enjoy while it lasts!
Juniors
Congratulations on becoming an upperclassman! As
your skill and knowledge
have increased greatly over
the past two and half years, so
has your anxiety towards the

future; graduation and getting
a job. Don’t stress too much
yet, but being proactive this
semester will aid your personal development and pad
your resume.
1) You should have declared your major and now
should be looking for internships for the summer or next
semester! Paid or unpaid, internships and having work
experience within your future
ﬁeld are imperative to diﬀerentiating yourself amongst
others in interviews.
2) You absolutely should
be building your arsenal for
interviews. This means, write
up a cover letter, approach
professor or administrators
for letters of recommendation
and participate in a few mock
interviews.
3) Are you truly happy
with what you have done at
Bryant University so far? If
not, you still have 3 semesters
to ﬁnish your college career
strongly. This means you can
Study Abroad senior year or
change your major now, but
you must do it NOW! Good
luck.
Seniors
Hey guys, sorry it has
come to this, but this is my
advice for the last months
here at Bryant University.
1) Apply, apply, apply to
interview for jobs. I know
everyone says this, but being
proactive is something that
gives you an advantage over
everyone else. Interview as
much as possible; it will make
you conﬁdent when speaking,
and create options for after
graduation, something we all
want.
Mostimportantlyenjoy,
enjoy,enjoy!

Sciencedoesn’tcareif
Republicansbelieveinitornot
ByJonathanDeCosta
Contributing Writer
Several Republicans have
been associated the past few
years with not believing in
global warming and evolution. According to a Pew Research Center for the People
and the Press poll in October,
just 38 percent of Republicans
say the earth is warming and
just 16 percent say it is caused
by humans. In a 2007 study
by the same research center it
was found that 68 percent of
Republicans do not believe in
evolution.
The only Republican candidate still in the running that
believes in both evolution and
global warming is Mitt Romney. John Hunstman, who has
since quit the race, was the

only other candidate that supported both. Other candidates
have proven they are absolute
loons when it comes to science.
There are hundreds and
hundreds of scientists, many
of them holding Nobel Prizes,
who believe in intelligent design.
Candidates argue that intelligent design, excuse me,
creationism, belongs side by
side with scientiﬁc theories
like evolution. Creationists
argue that evolution is only
theory, and therefore not
proven. Evolution is indeed
theory but it is scientiﬁc theory.
Theory has two primary
meanings within science.
First, it means as an overarching framework that makes

sense of otherwise disconnected observations. Evolution theory makes sense of,
and uniﬁes, several observations, such as fossils and
DNA sequences. Second, theory describes the causes of
evolution. For example, natural selection is a theory that
explains how evolution occurs.
Evolution is both a fact and
a theory. It has been tested to
be true many times and continues to be tested to be true.
That all life on earth is related
is a very reliable fact that has
arisen out of the biological
sciences.
At this stage not believing
in evolution is like not believing in gravity. Actually, it
makes more sense to not believe in gravity. Gravity is sig-

See “Science”, page 13

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the
identified columnists and writers, which are not necessarily those of
the newspaper or Bryant University.
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Science, continued from page 12
niﬁcantly less understood by
scientists compared to evolution, yet I haven’t heard one
Republican candidate disavow gravity and then ﬂoat
oﬀ to the moon.
Doubters have said that
global warming is based on
“junk” and “manufactured”
science. Yet there is no scientiﬁc doubt that global warming is occurring. Scientists
have reached a consensus
from observed data that
shows the Earth is getting

warmer. Furthermore, scientists are 90% sure that global
warming is caused by mostly
human activity.
"Carbon dioxide is portrayed as harmful. But there
isn't even one study that can
be produced that shows that
carbon dioxide is a harmful
gas,"Michelle Bachmann was
quoted as saying in April
2009.
If Republicans ever want
my vote then they need to see
reason on theories like global

ProﬁtandLoss

warming and evolution. If
they can’t be reasonable on
topics like that, then how can
we trust them to be reasonable on other topics?
The United States is
ranked second only to Turkey
amongst industrial nations in
disbelief about evolution, but
just because people are uneducated on the topic doesn’t
mean that Republicans should
champion that ignorance.

NewTreadmills
Upperclassmen: one time or another you have
been victim of the treadmill line. Hopefully the
addition of 3 more will end this problem.
Tupper’s2ndBirthdayBash!
If you were in the Roto Wednesday you couldn’t have missed it. Did I mention he’s 58 lbs!
Can’t wait to see what happens for his sweet
16!
WelcometothenewdirectorofDPSandCIO
The Archway would like to welcome Chuck
LoCurto (new CIO) and Stephen Bannon (new
DPS Director) to the Bryant family.

Doyouhavearesponsetoan BryantSaidWhat!?
articleyouread?Commentaryon “Can we stand in the corner so I can tweet a little
acampusissueorsituation? bit?”
“Last time I had a sip of this, I was in Koﬄer.”

Compiled by Bryant Students

“If I was allergic to nuts, I’d be 20 pounds lighter.”

Write a Letter to the Editor!
Logontothewebsite
www.BryantArchway.com
ore-mailarchway@bryant.edu

“I don’t hate music, but I hate night class.”
Student 1: “I can’t drink this unless you want puke
on your table.”
Student 2: “I don’t care, it’s not my turn to clean the
kitchen.”
“Grammy! I didn’t know you got your medical licence.”
Student 1: “I brought my own cards to Rentes.”
Student 2: “God bless your soul!”
E-mailfunnyquotestoaevangel@bryant.edu
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Contraband: smuggling 101
By Andriana
Evangelista
Opinion Editor
Movie passes are a traditional gift during the holiday
season. When my father
asked if I’d see Contraband,
my ﬁrst thought was, “Great,
another guy-ﬂick.”
To my surprise, I spent the
next couple hours in intense
suspense as a result of the
clever craft of the story. I even
learned a few things about the
art of smuggling.
Contraband was directed
by Icelandic director and top
actor, Baltasar Kormákur. The
ﬁlm was a Hollywood remake
of the Icelandic movie called
Reykjavík—Rotterdam.
Chris Farraday (Mark
Wahlberg), a cunning and
renowned smuggler has
ended his lifestyle to raise a
family. Everything seems to
be going well.
He has his own alarm installation business, a lovely
wife (Kate Beckinsale), and
two little boys—that is until
his brother-in-law, Andy
(Caleb Landry Jones), gets
caught up in a drug run ﬁasco.
The drug boss, Tim Briggs
(Giovanni Ribisi), threatens to

hurt Chris and his family if he
fails to repay for the lost
goods within a week. This
consequently forces Chris
back into the business and
jeopardizes his family’s
safety.
With the help of Chris’ best
friend, Sebastian (Ben Foster),
he and the crew set sail for
Panama in hopes of bringing
back counterfeit bills to repay
Andy’s debt.
In a race against the clock,
it’s hard not to be on the edge
of your seat wondering how
the hell Farraday is going to
pull this oﬀ. In only two
hours, he is expected to get
oﬀ the boat into the slums of
Panama, ﬁnd the drug lords
and get back on the boat before departure, not to mention
the plethora of obstacles
along the way.
If adventure is what you
seek this winter season, this is
a thrilling one to take. It is
your typical action ﬂick, but
the twists in the plot don’t let
you fall short of engagement,
and allow anyone to get
caught up in the story.
The conﬂict in Contraband
is particularly relatable—anyone with half a heart would
also go to comparable extremes for their family.
The remarkable Mark

Wahlberg has the ability to
successfully act in various
genres , such as the comedy
The Other Guys (2010), the
drama The Lovely Bones
(2009), as well as the thriller
The Departed (2006). Contraband is not an exception to his
long list of feats.
Not to mention that he
makes traﬃcking look so
easy, you’d guess he’d done it
before.
The movie earned 3.5 out
of 5 bulldogs.

This movie earned
3.5 out of 5
bulldogs

Mark Wahlberg in Contraband (MCT Campus)

Music from a possible hipster
By Jonathan DeCosta
Staﬀ Writer
The following five songs
are five songs that have since
been retired from my list of
favorites. They are still pretty
good, I guess, but way too
mainstream. I was into most
of these bands before they
sold out.
I was also into the Costa
Concordia before it crashed
and the ship captain accidentally tripped into a lifeboat,
just saying.

Songs I used to like before they became mainstream:
5. Skinny Love
By Bon Iver
This song was music to my
ears until Birdy covered it and
made it mainstream.
4. Home
By Edward Sharpe and the
Magnetic Zeros
It’s really ironic that a song
that represents all that is right
in the world sold out to cor-

porate America. I totally
know what the word ironic
means.

them up—you are too mainstream to understand their
glory.

3. Little Talks
By Of Monsters and Men
One of my less up-to-date
friends heard this on the
radio.

5. Cast a Hook in Me
By Laura Veirs
Nature imagery and guitar=auto-awesome.

2. Junk of the Heart
By The Kooks
I went to see them before
they were well known at this
bar when I was ten years old
(I had a very convincing big
boy moustache).
1. Islands
By The xx
This song is about how The
xx took a lot of money in exchange for their musical integrity. They bought several
private islands with their sell
out money and wrote a song
about it.

Songs I still like:
The following are five
songs that I still like. They are
some of the best songs ever
created. Please do not look

Meet The Archway
Editorial Board:
Eric MacCarthy
funny. Someday I hope to
be a comedian. I also
write movie treatments.
• I got “taken in” to the
police station for pool
hopping when I was 13
years old. My mom was
pissed.

4. Whale
By Yellow Ostrich
This song centers on a
whale, a symbol of rebirth
and creativity. I really identify
with whales.
3. Elephants and Little Girls
By Loch Lomond
This song and its accompanying music video is mysterious and deep, kind of like me.
2. We Used to Wait
By Arcade Fire
I used to wait tables just to
be able to afford to make the
trip to see this band live.
1. Rare
By Tearjerker
This song is so not mainstream that I haven’t even
heard it. I can only assume it
is awesome.

Did you know we have a reimbursement policy for a movie
ticket and a partial for a concert ticket!
Email the Archway at archway@bryant.edu for more info!

•I am a huge WWE
wrestling fan. My favorite
wrestler is John Cena.

Position: Campus
News Editor
Class: 2012
Hometown: Cohasset, Commonwealth
of Massachusetts
Major: Communication
Twitter: @EricMacCarthy

Fun facts:
• I was crowned Mr.
Bryant 2011.
• I jumped in the Bryant
pond after the St. Louis
Cardinals won the World
Series.
• I write stand-up
comedy... some of it’s

•I got my ﬁrst “D” grade
in 6th grade Social Studies. Mrs. Magnussen did
not like me. My mom put
soap in my mouth... not
the bar of soap, liquid
soap.
Along with The Archway, I am also a part of
WJMF, an RA in Hall 9,
and a member of the
Bryant Senior Advisory
Counsel... tricked them.
I have been known to
host events around campus, so let me know if you
need a really great emcee
for your event. I won’t
disappoint.
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OV Restaurant: A
diner dash disaster
By Joelle Sopariwala
Staﬀ Writer
Now that the glory days of
Salmo are over, we seniors are
forced to fend for ourselves
when it comes to ﬁnding a decent Sunday brunch to ward
oﬀ the terrible hangover resulting from Saturday night
festivities. As a way to kick oﬀ
the semester, and perhaps the
laziness involved with having
to actually cook a meal, my
housemates and I decided to
grab breakfast this past Sunday from a local diner.
While driving into the
heart of Smithﬁeld at about
noon, we ﬁrst stopped at the
Pleasant View Diner located
on--you guessed it--Pleasant
View Avenue. The building
also houses a law oﬃce, making it extremely diﬃcult to
ﬁnd the entrance. The layout
of the diner is horrendous
and would make a perfect
case analysis for an operations management class.
The line was literally out
the door, which was confusing, since the sign on the wall
said to “Seat Yourself.” Eventually, we sent someone
ahead to scope out the availability for ﬁve and decided
that it wasn’t worth the wait.
Other seniors may have
given up on their mission
after this initial disappointment, but not us. We could be
described as extremely determined or just lazy, and continued straight until we came
across the OV Restaurant on
Sanderson Road.
Turning into the parking
lot literally meant turning into
a parking space directly oﬀ
the road, which later resulted
in a very diﬃcult time trying
to pull out. Perhaps we
should have taken the terrible
parking lot layout as a foreshadowing of our experience
at the diner.
The restaurant was extremely small with 14 tables
and a bar seating four. We

stood at the door for a good
ten minutes trying to decide
what to do, since there was no
indication as to whether the
policy was to wait to be
seated or to seat ourselves.
Three waitresses walked by
us multiple times while serving tables and none of them
even acknowledged our existence. Finally I asked Waitress
#1 if we should seat ourselves
and she grunted, “Sure.” We
grabbed a table that had just
been cleared oﬀ, and my
housemate had to ﬁnd a chair
to sit at the end of our table.
We discovered the menus in a
pocket at the end of the table
and waited patiently for a
waitress to take our order.
After about 15 minutes of
listening to the waitresses attempt to ﬁgure out who was
taking which table by initially
calling out names and then resorting to describing the
groups sitting at the table,
Waitress #1 came over to greet
us for the ﬁrst time. In the
middle of writing down our
orders, she left brieﬂy to bring
food to another table and then
returned to almost forget to
take down the last order.
Waitress #2 came over to
lay down our table settings
and explain how horrible her
day had been, seeming to be
on the verge of a nervous
breakdown. Waitress #1 came
back to give Waitress #2 our
drink order, who then freaked
out because it was too diﬃcult for her to remember our
three orange juices, cranberry
juice, and coﬀee.
Waitress #2 somehow got
her act together and brought
over our drink order. We occupied ourselves by watching
the spectacle of orders being
placed and made from the
kitchen while one of the waitresses ﬂirted with the chef.
We were surprised that
Waitress #3 brought four of
our orders relatively quickly,
especially since they came out
before several other tables
who had ordered before us.

However, our happiness was
short-lived when we then had
to wait 20 minutes for Waitress #3 to bring our ﬁfth
order. We seriously questioned whether the chef had
forgotten to make it altogether, but unfortunately
none of the waitresses were
available to question the
mishap.
Thankfully, the food was
pretty good, although it’s not
a diﬃcult feat to throw together some omelets and hash
browns. Any chances of trying to salvage our meal were
shot to hell when Waitress #2
came over to have one of my
housemates turn oﬀ the open
sign. Nothing like rushing us
through a meal we waited 40
minutes to enjoy.
Immediately after that,
Waitress #1 threw down our
check and said to have a good
day, despite the fact that no
one had ﬁnished their meal.
Needless to say, we didn’t
leave a great tip due to their
poor service and cash only
policy.
As a result of this diner
disaster, I am giving the OV
Restaurant a rating of 2 out of
5 bulldogs. The score was
bumped up a point due to the
fact that my housemates and I
were able to get a good laugh
out of the whole thing.
So if you have a ton of time
to kill and are looking for a
good laugh, then you should
deﬁnitely hit up the OV
Restaurant for brunch.

This diner earned 2 out
of 5 bulldogs

Dan the movie man
By Jackie Ammirato
Editor-in-Chief
Do you ever just get in
the mood to watch a movie
but then realize you have no
idea what you should watch?
That used to happen to me all
the time. But now I just go on:
danlovesmovies.blogspot.com
This is a blog written by
Bryant senior Dan Cournoyer.
Dan is an accounting major, a
member of the men’s tennis
team, and a Master Peer Tutor
at ACE. However, a passion
of Dan’s that might not make
it on to his resume is his love
of movies.
Every time Dan sees a
movie, he rates it on a scale
from one to ﬁve, with ﬁve
being the best. He then keeps
a list of the movie title and its
ranking on a spreadsheet. As
of the time I am writing this
article, Dan’s spreadsheet
contains his rankings of 1,372

movies. Dan started keeping
this spreadsheet in 2008. That
means this database has been
going for roughly four years,
with Dan on average watching 6.6 movies per week. Personally I think this stat alone
proves Dan’s expertise in the
movie world.
The homepage of the blog
shows his reviews of the most
recent movies Dan has seen.
The post about each movie
contains its title, the year it
was released, Dan’s commentary and ranking, and the
movie’s trailer. Each of these
elements is really helpful in
determining whether or not
you think it’s a movie you
would enjoy watching.
Probably my personal favorite aspect of the blog
comes out each Saturday, the
top ten list. Some of the recent
top ﬁve lists include Top 5 Revenge Films, Top 5 Christmas
Movies, Top 5 Movies that

Scared Me the Most, Top 5
Boston movies, Top 5 Movies
for Him and Her. These lists
not only give you great movie
ideas but most of the time are
also hilarious.
So if you are looking for an
idea for a movie to watch or
already have a title but want
to read a review from a relatable expert, I would highly
recommend checking with
Dan the Movie Man himself
on:
danlovesmovies.blogspot.com

Dan the Movie Man. (Bryant
Athletics)

Extremely Loud
and Incredibly
Close
By Coburn Childs
Variety Editor

Thomas Horn as Oskar Schell during the filming of
Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close. (MTC Campus)
The Academy Award nominations were announced last
week; Hollywood critics and
fans alike gave a collective
“huh?” when Extremely Loud
and Incredibly Close was
named as one of the nine
ﬁlms that would be competing for the Best Picture Oscar.
After all, the movie is the
worst-reviewed ﬁlm to be
nominated for the prestigious
award in almost two decades.
Naturally, I was curious to see
the ﬁlm; alas, I found it extremely polarizing and incredibly lifeless.
Extremely Loud focuses on
Oskar Schell (Thomas Horn),
a young boy who loses his father (Tom Hanks) in the 9/11
tragedy. Finding an old key
and believing his father left
him clues to follow, Oskar begins a journey/treasure
hunt/mission around New
York City to ﬁnd the secret his
father may have been keeping, all the while ﬁnding his
own special way of coping
with the loss of his dad and
connecting with others who
have experienced loss.
The main problem with
this ﬁlm is how utterly heavyhanded and cloying it is. Feeling overly melodramatic
starting with the opening
credits, Extremely Loud tells a
painful and emotional story
that just seems to be screaming “Give me an Academy
Award!” And while many
emotional movies can be incredibly powerful (see:
Schindler’s List, Blood Diamond,
lots of others), this one just
reeks of cheese, with every
slow raindrop close-up to
each scene of the poignant
clouds in the sky feeling
forced and a little silly. Furthermore, the ﬁlm is narrated
by young Oskar, a character
who I unfortunately just did

not ﬁnd very likeable. While
newcomer Thomas Horn does
a great job in the role, the
writers have made Oskar obnoxiously precocious, the
kind of kid that only exists in
big awards-type movies.
The story portrayed on
ﬁlm is moving, yes, and the
supporting actors do a fantastic job of portraying the various people who touch Oskar’s
life. Max von Sydow was
rightfully Oscar-nominated
for his silent performance as a
mysterious older man who
comes to help Oskar in his
journey, and Viola Davis and
Jeﬀrey Wright do fantastic
work with what little they are
given. The problem is none of
the supporting characters
have enough screen time,
speciﬁcally the terriﬁc Sandra
Bullock as Oskar’s grieving
mother.
When all is said and done,
Extremely Loud and Incredibly
Close is rather disappointing.
While not a terrible ﬁlm, it
just begs the question: for a
movie about the emotional
impact of 9/11, can’t we get
something a little better than
this?
I give Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close 2.5 out of 5
Bulldogs.

This ﬁlm earned
2.5 out of 5 bulldogs
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LOOKING FOR
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT?
WANT THAT COMPETITIVE EDGE
PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYERS
CRAVE?
Applications are now available for Summer Conference
Coordinators!
While working with an elite team of peers, you will acquire
practical skills in logistical event coordination, customer service, problem-solving, priority management and teamwork.
This is an excellent resume building opportunity.

The Bryant Players present:

Auditions will take place in South on
February 7th & 8th from 8-10PM
Callbacks will be February 9th at 8PM
Please be ready to sing a song of your choice
for the audition.

Pick up an application from the
Conference Office
(MRC 207 – across from Undergraduate Advising)
or
Apply online! http://web.bryant.edu/~conf/
Completed applications are due back on
Wednesday, March 7 2012.
Questions?
Contact Andrew LaPrade in the Conference Office at
alaprade@bryant.edu or x6161.
NOTE: This is a paid position that also provides free
on-campus summer housing.

YOU KNOW
WHERE YOU
WANT TO GO.
WE’VE TAILORED
AN MBA TO GET
YOU THERE.
The Emerging Leaders MBA at Bentley.
The opportunities you need to launch your career.
The Emerging Leaders MBA is a program designed
ZWLJPÄJHSS`MVYYLJLU[VYZVVU[VILJVSSLNL
NYHK\H[LZ;OPZM\SS[PTL[^V`LHYWYVNYHTWYV]PKLZ
JHYLLYKL]LSVWTLU[OHUKZVUSLHYUPUNL_WLYPLUJLZ
HUKHZ[YVUNI\ZPULZZMV\UKH[PVU[VOLSWWYLWHYL`V\
MVYHK`UHTPJHUKZ\JJLZZM\SJHYLLY
To learn more, visit graduate.bentley.edu/mba/elmba.

4:30pm - 6:30pm only

Waltham, Massachusetts
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